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Abstract
We study the problem of identifying the policy space of
a learning agent, having access to a set of demonstra-
tions generated by its optimal policy. We introduce an
approach based on statistical testing to identify the set of
policy parameters the agent can control, within a larger
parametric policy space. After presenting two identifi-
cation rules (combinatorial and simplified), applicable
under different assumptions on the policy space, we
provide a probabilistic analysis of the simplified one in
the case of linear policies belonging to the exponential
family. To improve the performance of our identifica-
tion rules, we frame the problem in the recently intro-
duced framework of the Configurable Markov Decision
Processes, exploiting the opportunity of configuring the
environment to induce the agent revealing which pa-
rameters it can control. Finally, we provide an empirical
evaluation, on both discrete and continuous domains, to
prove the effectiveness of our identification rules.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement Learning (RL, Sutton and Barto 2018) deals
with sequential decision–making problems in which an arti-
ficial agent interacts with an environment by sensing per-
ceptions and performing actions. The agent’s goal is to
find an optimal policy, i.e., a prescription of actions that
maximizes the (possibly discounted) cumulative reward col-
lected during its interaction with the environment. The per-
formance of an agent in an environment is constrained by
its perception and actuation possibilities, along with the
ability in mapping observations to actions. These three el-
ements define the agent’s policy space. Agents with dif-
ferent policy spaces could display different optimal behav-
iors, even in the same environment. Therefore, the notion
of optimality is necessarily connected to the agent’s pol-
icy space. While in tabular RL we typically assume access
to the full (and finite) space of Markovian stationary poli-
cies, in continuous control, the policy space needs to be
limited. In policy search methods (Deisenroth, Neumann,
and Peters 2013), the policy is explicitly modeled consid-
ering a parametric functional space (Sutton et al. 1999;
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Peters and Schaal 2008) or a kernel space (Deisenroth and
Rasmussen 2011; Levine and Koltun 2013); but also in
value–based RL, a function approximator induces a set of
representable (greedy) policies.
The knowledge of the agent’s policy space could be
of crucial importance when the learning process involves
the presence of an external supervisor. Recently, the no-
tion of Configurable Markov Decision Process (Conf–
MDP, Metelli, Mutti, and Restelli 2018) has been introduced
to account for the real–world scenarios in which it is possi-
ble to exercise a, maybe partial, control over the environ-
ment, by means of a set of environmental parameters (e.g.,
Silva, Melo, and Veloso 2018; Silva et al. 2019). This activ-
ity, called environment configuration, can be carried out by
the agent itself or by an external supervisor. While previous
works focused on the former case (e.g., Metelli, Ghelfi, and
Restelli 2019), in this paper, we explicitly consider the pres-
ence of a supervisor who acts on the environment with the
goal of finding the most suitable configuration for the agent.
Intuitively, the best environment configuration is inti-
mately related to the possibilities of the agent in terms of
policy space. For instance, in a car racing problem, the best
car configuration depends on the car driver and has to be
selected, by a track engineer (the supervisor), according to
the driver’s skills. Thus, the external supervisor has to be
aware of the agent’s policy space. Besides the Conf–MDPs,
there are other contexts in which knowing the policy space
can be beneficial, such as Imitation Learning, i.e., the frame-
work in which an agent learns by observing an expert (Osa
et al. 2018). In behavioral cloning, where recovering an im-
itating policy is cast as a supervised learning problem (Ar-
gall et al. 2009), knowing the expert’s policy space means
knowing a suitable hypothesis space, preventing possible
over/underfitting phenomena. However, also Inverse Rein-
forcement Learning algorithms (IRL, Ng and Russell 2000),
whose goal is to retrieve a reward function explaining the ex-
pert’s behavior, can gain some advantages. In particular, the
IRL approaches based on the policy gradient (e.g., Pirotta
and Restelli 2016; Metelli, Pirotta, and Restelli 2017; Tateo
et al. 2017) require a parametric representation of the ex-
pert’s policy, whose choice might affect the quality of the
recovered reward function.
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In this paper, motivated by the examples presented above,
we study the problem of identifying the agent’s policy space
in a Conf–MDP, by observing the agent’s behavior and, pos-
sibly, exploiting the configuration opportunities of the en-
vironment. We consider the case in which the policy space
of the agent is a subset of a known super–policy space ΠΘ
induced by a parameter space Θ Ď Rd. Thus, any pol-
icy piθ is determined by a d–dimensional parameter vector
θ P Θ. However, the agent has control over a smaller num-
ber d˚ ă d of parameters (which are unknown), while the
remaining ones have a fixed value, namely zero.1 Our goal
is to identify the parameters that the agent can control (and
possibly change) by observing demonstrations of the opti-
mal policy pi˚. It is worth noting that the formulation based
on the identification of the parameters effectively covers the
limitations of the policy space related to perception, actua-
tion, and mapping. To this end, we formulate the problem
as deciding whether each parameter θi for i P t1, ..., du is
zero, and we address it by means of a statistical test. In other
words, we check whether there is a statistically significant
difference between the likelihood of the agent’s behavior
with the full set of parameters and the one in which θi is
set to zero. In such case, we conclude that θi is not zero and,
consequently, the agent can control it. On the contrary, either
the agent cannot control the parameter or zero is the value
consciously chosen by the agent.
Indeed, there could be parameters that, given the peculiar-
ities of the environment, are useless for achieving the opti-
mal behavior or whose optimal value is actually zero, while
they could prove to be essential in a different environment.
For instance, in a grid world where the goal is to reach the
right edge, the vertical position of the agent is useless, while
if the goal is to reach the upper right corner both horizontal
and vertical positions become relevant. In this spirit, con-
figuring the environment can help the supervisor in identi-
fying whether a parameter set to zero is actually uncontrol-
lable by the agent or just useless in the current environment.
Thus, the supervisor can change the environment configura-
tion ω P Ω, so that the agent will adjust its policy, possibly
changing the parameter value and revealing whether it can
control such parameter. Thus, the new configuration should
induce an optimal policy in which the considered parameters
have a value significantly different from zero. We formalize
this notion as the problem of finding the new environment
configuration that maximizes the power of the statistical test
and we propose a surrogate objective for this purpose.
It is worth emphasizing that we use the Conf–MDP notion
for two purposes. First, we propose the problem of learning
the optimal configuration in a Conf–MDP as a motivating
example in which the knowledge of the policy space is valu-
able. Second, we use the environment configurability as a
tool to improve the identification of the policy space.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we intro-
1The choice of zero, as fixed value, might appear arbitrary, but it
is rather a common case in practice. For instance, in a linear policy
the fact that the agent does not observe a state feature is equivalent
to set the corresponding parameters to zero. In a neural network, re-
moving a neuron is equivalent to neglect all its connections, which
in turn can be realized by setting the relative weights to zero.
duce the necessary background. The identification rules to
perform parameter identification in a fixed environment are
presented in Section 3 and analyzed in Section 4. Section 5
shows how to improve them by exploiting the environment
configurability. Finally, the experimental evaluation, on dis-
crete and continuous domains, is provided in Section 6. The
proofs of all the results can be found in Appendix A.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we report the essential background that will
be used in the subsequent sections.
(Configurable) Markov Decision Processes A discrete–
time Markov Decision Process (MDP, Puterman 2014) is
defined by the tuple M “ pS,A, p, µ, r, γq, where S and
A are the state space and the action space respectively, p
is the transition model that provides, for every state-action
pair ps, aq P S ˆA, a probability distribution over the next
state pp¨|s, aq, µ is the distribution of the initial state, r is
the reward model defining the reward collected by the agent
rps, aq when performing action a P A in state s P S, and
γ P r0, 1s is the discount factor. The behavior of an agent
is defined by means of a policy pi that provides a probabil-
ity distribution over the actions pip¨|sq for every state s P S.
An MDPM paired with a policy pi induces a γ–discounted
stationary distribution over the states (Sutton et al. 1999),
defined as dpiµpsq “ p1 ´ γq
ř`8
t“0 γt Pr pst “ s|M, piq.
We limit the scope to parametric policy spaces ΠΘ “
tpiθ : θ P Θu, where Θ Ď Rd is the parameter space. The
goal of the agent is to find an optimal policy, i.e., any policy
parametrization that maximizes the expected return:
θ˚ P arg max
θPΘ
JMpθq “ 1
1´ γ Es„dpiθµ
a„piθp¨|sq
rrps, aqs . (1)
In this paper, we consider a slightly modified version of the
Conf–MDPs (Metelli, Mutti, and Restelli 2018).
Definition 2.1. A Configurable Markov Decision Pro-
cess (Conf–MDP) induced by the configuration space
Ω Ď Rp is defined as the set of MDPs CΩ “
tMω “ pS,A, pω, µω, r, γq : ω P Ωu.
The main differences w.r.t. the original definition are: i)
we allow the configuration of the initial state distribution
µω , in addition to the transition model pω; ii) we restrict
to the case of parametric configuration spaces Ω; iii) we do
not consider the policy space ΠΘ as a part of the Conf–MDP.
Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test The Generalized
Likelihood Ratio test (GLR, Barnard 1959; Casella and
Berger 2002) aims at testing the goodness of fit of two statis-
tical models. Given a parametric model having density func-
tion pθ with θ P Θ, we aim at testing the null hypothesis
H0 : θ˚ P Θ0, where Θ0 Ă Θ is a subset of the paramet-
ric space, against the alternative H1 : θ˚ P ΘzΘ0. Given
a dataset D “ tXiuni“1 sampled independently from pθ˚ ,
where θ˚ is the true parameter, the GLR statistic is:
Λ “ supθPΘ0
pLpθq
supθPΘ pLpθq , (2)
where pLpθq “ śni“1 pθpXiq is the likelihood function. We
denote with p`pθq “ ´ log pLpθq the negative log–likelihood
function, pθ P arg supθPΘ pLpθq and pθ0 P arg supθPΘ0 pLpθq,
i.e., the maximum likelihood solutions in Θ and Θ0 respec-
tively. Moreover, we define the expectation of the likelihood
under the true parameter: `pθq “ EXi„pθ˚ rp`pθqs. As the
maximization is carried out employing the same dataset D
and recalling that Θ0 Ă Θ, we have that Λ P r0, 1s. It is usu-
ally convenient to consider the logarithm of the GLR statis-
tic: λ “ ´2 log Λ “ 2pp`ppθ0q ´ p`ppθqq. Therefore, H0 is
rejected for large values of λ, i.e., when the maximim like-
lihood parameter searched in the restricted set Θ0 signifi-
cantly underfits the data D, compared to Θ. Wilk’s theo-
rem provides the asymptomatic distribution of λ when H0
is true (Wilks 1938; Casella and Berger 2002).
Theorem 2.1 (Casella and Berger 2002, Theorem 10.3.3).
Let d “ dimpΘq and d0 “ dimpΘ0q ă d. Under suit-
able regularity conditions (see Casella and Berger (2002)
10.6.2), if H0 is true, then when n Ñ `8, the distribution
of λ tends to a χ2 distribution with d´d0 degrees of freedom.
The significance of a test α P r0, 1s, or type I error proba-
bility, is the probability to reject H0 when H0 is true, while
the power of a test 1´ β P r0, 1s is the probability to reject
H0 whenH0 is false, β is the type II error probability.
3 Policy Space Identification in a Fixed
Environment
As we introduced in Section 1, we aim at identifying the
agent’s policy space, by observing a set of demonstrations
coming from the optimal policy pi˚ P ΠΘ2 only, i.e., D “
tpsi, aiquni“1 where si „ dpi˚µ and ai „ pi˚p¨|siq sampled
independently. In particular, we assume that the agent has
control over a limited number of parameters d˚ ă d whose
value can be changed during learning, while the remain-
ing d ´ d˚ are kept fixed to zero.3 Given a set of indexes
I Ď t1, ..., du we define the subset of the parameter space:
ΘI “ tθ P Θ : θi “ 0, @i P Izt1, ..., duu. Thus, the set I
represents the indexes of the parameters that can be changed
if the agent’s parameter space were ΘI . Our goal is to find
a set of parameter indexes I˚ that are sufficient to explain
the agent’s policy, i.e., pi˚ P ΠΘI˚ but also necessary, in the
sense that when removing any i P I˚ the remaining ones are
insufficient to explain the agent’s policy, i.e., pi˚ R ΠΘI˚ztiu .
We formalize these notions in the following definition.
Definition 3.1 (Correctness). Let pi˚ P ΠΘ. A set of param-
eter indexes I˚ Ď t1, ..., du is correct w.r.t. pi˚ if:
pi˚ P ΠΘI˚ ^ @i P I˚ : pi˚ R ΠΘI˚ztiu .
We denote with I˚ the set of all correct I˚.
The uniqueness of I˚ is guaranteed under the assumption
that each policy admits a unique representation in ΠΘ.
2We do not explicitly report the dependence on the agent’s pa-
rameter θ˚ P Θ as, in the general case, there might exist multiple
parameters yielding the same policy pi˚.
3The extension of the identification rules to (known) fixed val-
ues different from zero is straightforward.
Assumption 3.1 (Identifiability). The policy space ΠΘ is
identifiable, i.e., for all θ,θ1 P Θ, we have:
piθ “ piθ1 almost surely ùñ θ “ θ1.
The identifiability property allows rephrasing Defini-
tion 3.1 in terms of the policy parameters only.
Lemma 3.1. Under Assumption 3.1, let θ˚ P Θ be the
unique parameter such that piθ˚ “ pi˚ almost surely.
Then, there exists a unique set of parameter indexes I˚ Ď
t1, ..., du (i.e., I˚ “ tI˚u) that is correct w.r.t. pi˚:
I˚ “ ti P t1, ..., du : θi˚ ‰ 0u .
The following two subsections are devoted to the presen-
tation of the identification rules based on the application of
Definition 3.1 (Section 3.1) and Lemma 3.1 (Section 3.2)
when we only have access to a dataset of samples D. The
goal of an identification rule consists in producing a set pI,
approximating I˚.
3.1 Combinatorial Identification Rule
In principle, usingD “ tpsi, aiquni“1, we could compute the
maximum likelihood parameter pθ P arg supθPΘ pLpθq and
employ it with Definition 3.1. However, this approach has,
at least, two drawbacks. First, when Assumption 3.1 is not
fulfilled, it would produce a single approximate parameter,
while multiple choices might be viable. Second, because of
the estimation errors, we would hardly get a zero value for
the parameters the agent might not control. For this reasons,
we employ a GLR test to assess whether a specific set of
parameters is zero. Specifically, for all I Ď t1, ..., du we
consider the pair of hypotheses H0,I : pi˚ P ΠΘI againstH1,I : pi˚ P ΠΘzΘI and the GLR statistic:
λI “ ´2 log supθPΘI
pLpθq
supθPΘ pLpθq “ 2
´p`pp`ppθIq ´ pθq¯ , (3)
where the likelihood is defined as pLpθq “ śni“1 piθpai|siq,pθI P arg supθPΘI pLpθq and pθ P arg supθPΘ pLpθq. We now
state the identification rule derived from Definition 3.1.
Identification Rule 3.1. pIc contains all and only the sets of
parameter indexes I Ď t1, ..., du such that:
λI ď cp|I|q ^ @i P I : λIztiu ą cp|Iztiu|q, (4)
where cplq are the critical values.
Thus, I is defined in such a way that the null hypothe-
sis H0,I is not rejected, i.e., I contains parameters that are
sufficient to explain the data D, and necessary since for all
i P I the set Iztiu is no longer sufficient, as H0,Iztiu is re-
jected. The critical values cplq, that depend on the cardinal-
ity l of the tested set of indexes, should be determined in
order to enforce guarantees on the type I and II errors. We
will show in Section 6 how to set them in practice. Refer to
Algorithm 1 for the pseudocode of the identification rule.
3.2 Simplified Identification Rule
Identification Rule 3.1 is usually impractical, as it requires
performing O `2d˘ statistical tests. However, under As-
sumption 3.1, to retrieve I˚ we do not need to test all sub-
sets, but we can just examine one parameter at a time (see
Algorithm 1 Identification Rule 3.1 (Combinatorial)
input: dataset D, parameter space Θ, critical values cpIc Ð tupL “ maxθPΘ pLpθq
for I Ď t1, ..., du in sorted by cardinality dopLI “ maxθPΘI pLpθq
λI “ ´2 log pLIpL
if λI ď cp|I|q and @i P I : λIztiu ą cp|Iztiu|q thenpIc Ð pIc Y tIu
end if
end for
return pIc
Lemma 3.1). Thus, for all i P t1, ..., du we consider the pair
of hypotheses H0,i : θi˚ “ 0 against H1,i : θi˚ ‰ 0 and
define Θi “ tθ P Θ : θi “ 0u. The GLR test can be per-
formed straightforwardly, using the statistic:
λi “ ´2 log supθPΘi
pLpθq
supθPΘ pLpθq “ 2
´p`ppθiq ´ p`ppθq¯ , (5)
where the likelihood is defined as pLpθq “ śni“1 piθpai|siq,pθi “ arg supθPΘi pLpθq and pθ “ arg supθPΘ pLpθq.4 In the
spirit of Lemma 3.1, we define the identification rule.
Identification Rule 3.2. pIc contains the unique set of pa-
rameter indexes pIc such that:pIc “ ti P t1, ..., du : λi ą cp1qu , (6)
where cp1q is the critical value.
Therefore, the identification rule constructs pIc by taking
all the indexes i P t1, ..., du such that the corresponding null
hypothesis H0,i : θi˚ “ 0 is rejected, i.e., those for which
there is statistical evidence that their value is not zero. We
will show in Section 4 how the critical value cp1q can be
computed, in a theoretically sound way, for linear policies
belonging to the exponential family.
This second procedure requires a test for every parameter,
i.e., Opdq instead of Op2dq tests. However, it comes with
the cost of assuming the identifiability property. What hap-
pens if we employ this second procedure in a case where the
assumption does not hold? Consider for instance the case
in which two parameters are exchangeable, we will include
none of them in pIc as, individually, they are not necessary
to explain the agent’s policy. Refer to Algorithm 2 for the
pseudocode of the identification rule.
4 Analysis for the Exponential Family
In this section, we provide an analysis of the Identification
Rule 3.2 for a policy piθ linear in some state features φ that
belongs to the exponential family (Brown 1986).5
4This setting is equivalent to a particular case the combinatorial
rule in which H‹,i ” H‹,t1,...,duztiu, with ‹ P t0, 1u and, conse-
quently, λi ” λt1,...,duztiu and Θi “ Θt1,...,duztiu.
5We limit our analysis to Identification Rule 3.2 since we will
show that, in the case of linear policies belonging to the exponential
family, the identifiability property can be easily enforced.
Algorithm 2 Identification Rule 3.2 (Simplified)
input: dataset D, parameter space Θ, critical value cpIc Ð tupL “ maxθPΘ pLpθq
for i P t1, ..., du dopLi “ maxθPΘi pLpθq
λi “ ´2 log pLipL
if λi ą cp1q thenpIc Ð pIc Y tiu
end if
end for
return tpIcu
Definition 4.1 (Exponential Family). Let φ : S Ñ Rq be
a feature function. The policy space ΠΘ is a space of linear
policies, belonging to the exponential family, if Θ “ Rd and
all policies piθ P ΠΘ have form:
piθpa|sq “ hpaq exp
!
θT t ps, aq ´Apθ, sq
)
, (7)
where h is a positive function, t ps, aq is the sufficient
statistic that depends on the state via the feature func-
tion φ (i.e., t ps, aq “ tpφpsq, aq) and Apθ, sq “
log
ş
A hpaq exptθT tps, aquda is the log partition function.
We denote with tps, a,θq “ tps, aq´Ea„piθp¨|sq rtps, aqs the
centered sufficient statistic.
This definition allows modelling the linear policies that
are often used in RL (Deisenroth, Neumann, and Peters
2013). Table 1 shows how to map the Gaussian linear policy
with fixed covariance, typically used in continuous action
spaces, and the Boltzmann linear policy, suitable for finite
action spaces, to Definition 4.1 (details in Appendix A.1).
For the sake of the analysis, we enforce the following as-
sumption concerning the tail behavior of the policy piθ.
Assumption 4.1 (Subgaussianity). For any θ P Θ and for
any s P S the centered sufficient statistic tps, a,θq is sub-
gaussian with parameter σ ě 0, i.e., for any α P Rd:
E
a„piθp¨|sq
“
exp
 
αT tps, a,θq(‰ ď exp"1
2
}α}22 σ2
*
.
Proposition A.2 of Appendix A.2 proves that, when the
features are uniformly bounded, i.e., }φpsq}2 ď Φmax for
all s P S, this assumption is fulfilled by both Gaussian and
Boltzmann linear policies with parameter σ “ 2Φmax and
σ “ Φmax{
a
λminpΣq respectively.
Furthermore, limited to the policies complying with Def-
inition 4.1, the identifiability (Assumption 3.1) can be re-
stated in terms of the Fisher Information matrix (Rothenberg
and others 1971; Little, Heidenreich, and Li 2010).
Lemma 4.1 (Rothenberg and others 1971, Theorem 3). Let
ΠΘ be a policy space, as in Definition 4.1. Then, under
suitable regularity conditions (see Rothenberg and others
1971), if the Fisher Information matrix (FIM) Fpθq:
Fpθq “ E
s„dpi˚µ
a„piθp¨|sq
“
tps, a,θqtps, a,θqT ‰ (8)
is non–singular for all θ P Θ, then ΠΘ is identifiable. In this
case, we denote with λmin “ infθPΘ λmin pFpθqq ą 0.
Policy A pirθ t h
Gaussian Rk pirθpa|sq “ expt´ 12 pa´rθφpsqqTΣ´1pa´rθφpsqqup2piq k2 detpΣq 12 Σ´1ab φpsq
exp
 ´ 1
2
aTΣ´1a
(
p2piq k2 det pΣq 12
Boltzmann ta1, ..., ak`1u pirθpai|sq “
$’’&’’%
e
rθTi φpsq
1`řkj“1 erθTj φpsq if i ď k
1
1`řkj“1 erθTj φpsq if i “ k
#
ei b φpsq if i ď k
0 if i “ k ` 1 1
Table 1: Action spaceA, probability density function pirθ, sufficient statistic t, and function h for the Gaussian linear policy with
fixed covariance and the Boltzmann linear policy. For convenience of representation rθ P Rkˆq is a matrix and θ “ vecprθT q P
Rd, with d “ kq. We denote with ei the i–th vector of the canonical basis of Rk and with b the Kronecker product.
Proposition A.1 of Appendix A.2 shows that a sufficient
condition for the identifiability in the case of Gaussian and
Boltzmann linear policies is that the second moment matrix
of the feature vector Es„dpi˚µ
“
φpsqφpsqT ‰ is non–singular
along with the fact that the policy piθ plays each action with
positive probability for the Boltzmann policy.
Concentration Result We are now ready to present a con-
centration result, of independent interest, for the parameters
and the negative log–likelihood that represents the central
tool of our analysis (details and derivation in Appendix A.2).
Theorem 4.1. Under Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 4.1,
let D “ tpsi, aiquni“1 be a dataset of n ą 0 indepen-
dent samples, where si „ dpiθ˚µ and ai „ piθ˚p¨|siq. Letpθ “ arg minθPΘ p`pθq and θ˚ “ arg minθPΘ `pθq . If the
empirical FIM:pFpθq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
a„piθp¨|sq
“
tps, a,θqtps, a,θqT ‰ (9)
has a positive minimum eigenvalue pλmin ą 0 for all θ P Θ,
then, for any δ P r0, 1s, with probability at least 1´ δ:›››pθ ´ θ˚›››
2
ď σpλmin
c
2d
n
log
2d
δ
.
Furthermore, with probability at least 1´ δ, individually:
`ppθq ´ `pθ˚q ď d2σ4pλ2minn log 2dδp`pθ˚q ´ p`ppθq ď d2σ4pλ2minn log 2dδ .
The theorem shows that theL2–norm of the difference be-
tween the maximum likelihood parameter pθ and the true pa-
rameter θ˚ concentrates with rate Opn´1{2q while the like-
lihood p` and its expectation ` concentrate with faster rate
Opn´1q. Note that the result assumes that the empirical FIMpFpθq has a strictly positive eigenvalue pλmin ą 0. This con-
dition can be enforced as long as the true Fisher matrixFpθq
has a positive minimum eigenvalue λmin, i.e., under identi-
fiability assumption (Lemma 4.1) and given a sufficiently
large number of samples. Proposition A.4 of Appendix A.2
provides the minimum number of samples such that with
probability at least 1´ δ it holds that pλmin ą 0.
Identification Rule Analysis The goal of the analysis of
the identification rule is to find the critical value cp1q so that
the following probabilistic requirement is enforced.
Definition 4.2 (δ–correctness). Let δ P r0, 1s. An identifica-
tion rule producing pI is δ–correct if: Pr `pI ‰ I˚˘ ď δ.
We denote with α “ 1d´d˚ E
“ˇˇ 
i R I˚ : i P pIc(ˇˇ‰ the ex-
pected fraction of parameters that the agent does not control
selected by the identification rule and with β “ 1d˚ E
“ˇˇ 
i P
I˚ : i R pIc(ˇˇ‰ the expected fraction of parameters that the
agent does control not selected by the identification rule.6
We now provide a result that bounds α and β and employs
them to derive δ–correctness.
Theorem 4.2. Let pIc be the set of parameter indexes
selected by the Identification Rule 3.2 obtained using
n ą 0 i.i.d. samples collected with piθ˚ , with θ˚ P
Θ. Then, under Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 4.1, let
θ˚i “ arg minθPΘi `pθq for all i P t1, ..., du and ν “
min
 
1, λminσ2
(
. If pλmin ě λmin2?2 and `pθ˚i q´ lpθ˚q ě cp1q, it
holds that:
α ď 2d exp
"
´cp1qλ
2
minn
16d2σ4
*
β ď 2d´ 1
d˚
ÿ
iPI˚
exp
#
´
`
lpθ˚i q ´ lpθ˚q ´ cp1q
˘
λminνn
16pd´ 1q2σ2
+
.
Furthermore, the Identification Rule 3.2 is
ppd´ d˚qα` d˚βq–correct.
Since α and β are functions of cp1q, we could, in princi-
ple, employ Theorem 4.2 to enforce a value δ, as in Defini-
tion 4.2, and derive cp1q. However, Theorem 4.2 is not very
attractive in practice as it holds under an assumption regard-
ing the minimum eigenvalue of the FIM and the correspond-
ing estimate, i.e., pλmin ě λmin2?2 , that cannot be verified in
practice since λmin is unknown. Similarly, the constants d˚,
lpθ˚i q and lpθ˚q are typically unknown. We will provide in
Section 6 a heuristic for setting cp1q.
6We use the symbols α and β to highlight the analogy between
these probabilities and the type I and type II error probabilities of a
statistical test. We sometimes refer to α as significance and to 1´β
as power of the identification rules.
5 Policy Space Identification in a
Configurable Environment
The identification rules presented so far are unable to dis-
tinguish between a parameter set to zero because the agent
cannot control it, or because zero is its optimal value. To
overcome this issue, we employ the Conf–MDP properties
to select a configuration in which the parameters we want to
examine have an optimal value other than zero. Intuitively, if
we want to test whether the agent can control parameter θi,
we should place the agent in an environment ωi P Ω where
θi is “maximally important” for the optimal policy. This in-
tuition is justified by Theorem 4.2, since to maximize the
power of the test (1 ´ β), all other things being equal, we
should maximize the log–likelihood gap lpθ˚i q ´ lpθ˚q, i.e.,
parameter θi should be essential to justify the agent’s behav-
ior. Let I P t1, ..., du be a set of parameter indexes we want
to test, our ideal goal is to find the environmentωI such that:
ωI P arg max
ωPΩ
 
lpθ˚I pωqq ´ lpθ˚pωqq
(
, (10)
where θ˚pωq P arg maxθPΘ JMω pθq and θ˚I pωq P
arg maxθPΘI JMω pθq are the parameters of the optimal
policies in the environment Mω in ΠΘ and ΠΘI respec-
tively. Clearly, given the samples D collected with a sin-
gle optimal policy pi˚pω0q in a single environment Mω0 ,
solving problem (10) is hard as it requires performing an
off–distribution optimization both on the space of policy pa-
rameters and configurations. For these reasons, we consider
a surrogate objective that assumes that the optimal parame-
ter in the new configuration can be reached by performing a
single gradient step.7
Theorem 5.1. Let I P t1, ..., du and I “ t1, ..., duzI . For a
vector v, we denote with v|I the vector obtained by setting
to zero the components in I . Let θ˚pω0q P Θ the initial pa-
rameter. Let α ě 0, θ˚I pωq “ θ0 ` α∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq|I
and θ˚pωq “ θ0 ` α∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq. Then, under As-
sumption 3.1, we have:
`pθ˚I pωqq ´ `pθ˚pωqq ě λminα
2
2
››∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq|I››22 .
Thus, we maximize the L2–norm of the gradient com-
ponents that correspond to the parameters we want to test.
Since we have at our disposal only samples D collected
with the current policy piθ˚pω0q and in the current environ-
ment ω0, we have to perform an off–distribution optimiza-
tion over ω. To this end, we employ an approach analogous
to that of Metelli et al. (2018) where we optimize the empiri-
cal version of the objective with a penalization that accounts
for the distance between the distribution over trajectories:
CIpω{ω0q “
›››p∇θJMω{ω0 pθ˚pω0qq|I›››22 ´ ζ
d pd2pω}ω0q
n
, (11)
where p∇θJMω{ω0 pθ˚pω0qq is an off-distribution estimator
of the gradient ∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq using samples collected
with ω0, pd2 is the estimated 2-Re´nyi divergence (van Erven
and Harremoe¨s 2014) that works as a penalization to dis-
7This idea shares some analogies with the adapted parameter
in the meta-learning setting (Finn, Abbeel, and Levine 2017).
courage too large updates and ζ ě 0 is a regularization pa-
rameter. The expression of the estimated gradient, 2-Re´nyi
divergence and the pseudocode are reported in Appendix B.
6 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of the
identification rules in three RL domains. To set the values of
cplq we resort to the Wilk’s asymptotic approximation (The-
orem 2.1) to enforce (asymptotic) guarantees on the type
I error. For Identification Rule 3.1 we perform 2d statisti-
cal tests by using the same dataset D. Thus, we partition δ
using Bonferroni correction and setting cplq “ χ2l,1´δ{2d ,
where χ2l,ξ is the ξ–quintile of a chi square distribution with
l degrees of freedom. Instead, for Identification Rule 3.2, we
perform d statistical test, and thus, we set cp1q “ χ21,1´δ{d.
6.1 Discrete Grid World
The grid world environment is a simple representation of a
two-dimensional world (5ˆ5 cells) in which an agent has
to reach a target position by moving in the four directions.
The goal of this set of experiments is to show the advantages
of configuring the environment when performing the policy
space identification using rule 3.2. The initial position of the
agent and the target position are drawn at the beginning of
each episode from a Boltzmann distribution µω . The agent
plays a Boltzmann linear policy piθ with binary features φ
indicating its current row and column and the row and col-
umn of the goal.8 For each run, the agent can control a sub-
set I˚ of the parameters θI˚ associated with those features,
which is randomly selected. Furthermore, the supervisor can
configure the environment by changing the parameters ω of
the initial state distribution µω . Thus, the supervisor can in-
duce the agent to explore certain regions of the grid world
and, consequently, change the relevance of the correspond-
ing parameters in the optimal policy.
Figure 1 shows the empirical pα and pβ, i.e., the fraction of
parameters that the agent does not control that are wrongly
selected and the fraction of those the agent controls that are
not selected respectively, as a function of the number n of
episodes used to perform the identification. We compare two
cases: conf where the identification is carried out by also
configuring the environment, i.e., optimizing Equation (11),
and no-conf in which the identification is performed in the
original environment only. In both cases, we can see thatpα is almost independent of the number of samples, as it is
directly controlled by the critical value cp1q. Differently, pβ
decreases as the number of samples increases, i.e., the power
of the test 1 ´ pβ increases with n. Remarkably, we observe
that configuring the environment gives a significant advan-
tage in understanding the parameters controlled by the agent
w.r.t. using a fixed environment, as pβ decreases faster in the
conf case. This phenomenon also justifies empirically our
choice of objective (Equation (11)) for selecting the new en-
vironment. Hyperparameters, further experimental results,
together with experiments on a continuous version of the
grid world, are reported in Appendix C.1–C.2.
8The features are selected to fulfill Lemma 4.1.
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6.2 Minigolf
In the Minigolf environment (Lazaric, Restelli, and Bonar-
ini 2007), an agent hits a ball using a putter with the goal
of reaching the hole in the minimum number of attempts.
Surpassing the hole causes the termination of the episode
and a large penalization. The agent selects the force applied
to the putter by playing a Gaussian policy linear in some
polynomial features (complying to Lemma 4.1) of the dis-
tance from the hole (x) and the friction of the green (f ).
We consider two agents: A1 has access to both the x and f
whereasA2 knows only x. Thus, we expect thatA1 learns a
policy that allows reaching the hole in a smaller number of
hits, compared to A2, as it can calibrate force according to
friction; whereas A2 has to be more conservative, being un-
aware of f . There is also a supervisor in charge of selecting,
for the two agents, the best putter length ω, i.e., the config-
urable parameter of the environment. In this experiment, we
want to highlight that knowing the policy space might be of
crucial importance when learning in a Conf–MDP.
Figure 2-left shows the performance of the optimal pol-
icy as a function of the putter length ω. We can see that for
agent A1 the optimal putter length is ω˚A1 “ 5 while for
agent A2 is ω˚A2 “ 11.5. Figure 2-right compares the per-
formance of the optimal policy of agent A2 when the put-
ter length ω is chosen by the supervisor using four different
strategies. In (i) the configuration is sampled uniformly in
the interval r1, 15s. In (ii) the supervisor employs the op-
timal configuration for agent A1 (ω “ 5), i.e., assuming
the agent is aware of the friction. (iii) is obtained by select-
ing the optimal configuration of the policy space produced
by using our identification rule 3.2. Finally, (iv) is derived
by employing an oracle that knows the true agent’s policy
space (ω “ 11.5). We can see that the performance of the
identification procedure (iii) is comparable with that of the
oracle (iv) and notably higher than the performance when
employing an incorrect policy space (ii). Hyperparameters
and additional experiments are reported in Appendix C.3.
6.3 Simulated Car Driving
We consider a simple version of a car driving simulator, in
which the agent has to reach the end of a road in the mini-
mum amount of time, avoiding running off-road. The agent
perceives its speed, four sensors placed at different angles
that provide distance from the edge of the road and it can act
on acceleration and steering. The purpose of this experiment
is to show a case in which the identifiability assumption (As-
sumption 3.1) may not be satisfied. The policy piθ is modeled
as a Gaussian policy whose mean is computed via a single
hidden layer neural network with 8 neurons. Some of the
sensors are not available to the agent, our goal is to identify
which ones the agent can perceive. In Figure 3, we compare
the performance of the Identification Rules 3.1 (Combinato-
rial) and 3.2 (Simplified), showing the fraction of runs that
correctly identify the policy space. We note that, while for
a small number of samples the simplified rule seems to out-
perform, when the number of samples increases the combi-
natorial rule displays remarkable stability, approaching the
correct identification in all the runs. This is explained by the
fact that, when multiple representations for the same policy
are possible, considering one parameter at a time might in-
duce the simplified rule to select a wrong set of parameters.
Hyperparameters are reported in Appendix C.4.
7 Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we addressed the problem of identifying the
policy space of an agent by simply observing its behavior
when playing the optimal policy. We introduced two identi-
fication rules, both based on the GLR test, which can be ap-
plied to select the parameters controlled by the agent. Addi-
tionally, we have shown how to use the configurability prop-
erty of the environment to enhance the effectiveness of iden-
tification rules. The experimental evaluation highlights two
essential points. First, the identification of the policy space
brings advantages to the learning process in a Conf–MDP,
helping to choose wisely the most suitable environment con-
figuration. Second, we have illustrated that configuring the
environment is beneficial to speed up the identification pro-
cess. We believe that this work opens numerous future re-
search directions, both theoretical, such as the analysis of
the combinatorial identification rule, and empirical, like the
application of our identification rules to imitation learning
settings.
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A Proofs and Derivations
In this appendix, we report the proofs and derivations of the results presented in the main paper.
A.1 Gaussian and Boltzmann Linear Policies as Exponential Family distributions
In this appendix, we show how a multivariate Gaussian with fixed covariance and a Boltzmann policy, both linear in the state
features φpsq can be cast into Definition 4.1. We are going to make use of the following identities regarding the Kronecker
product (Petersen, Pedersen, and others 2008):
vecpAXBq “
´
BT bA
¯
vecpXq (12)
aTXBXT c “ vecpXqT `Bb caT ˘ vecpXq, (13)
where vecpXq is the vectorization of matrix X obtained by stacking the columns of X into a single column vector.
Multivariate Linear Gaussian Policy with fixed covariance The typical representation of a multivariate linear Gaussian
policy is given by the following probability density function:
pirθpa|sq “ 1p2piq k2 detpΣq 12 exp
"
´1
2
pa´ rθφpsqqTΣ´1pa´ rθφpsqq* ,
where rθ P Rkˆq is a properly sized matrix. Recalling Definition 4.1, we rephrase the previous equation as:
pirθpa|sq “ 1p2piq k2 detpΣq 12 exp
"
´1
2
aTΣ´1a
*
exp
"
φpsqT rθTΣ´1a´ 1
2
φpsqT rθTΣ´1rθφpsq* .
Recalling the identities at Equation (12) and (13) and observing that φpsqT rθTΣ´1a and φpsqT rθTΣ´1rθφpsq are scalar, we
can rewrite:
φpsqT rθTΣ´1a “ vec´φpsqT rθTΣ´1a¯ “ `aTΣ´1 b φpsqT ˘ vec´rθT¯ “ vec´rθT¯T `Σ´1ab φpsq˘
φpsqT rθTΣ´1rθφpsq “ vec´rθT¯T `Σ´1 b φpsqφpsqT ˘ vec´rθT¯ .
Now, by redefining the parameter of the exponential family distribution θ “ vec
´rθT¯ we state the following definitions to
comply with Definition 4.1:
tps,aq “ Σ´1ab φpsq
hpaq “ 1p2piq k2 detpΣq 12 exp
"
´1
2
aTΣ´1a
*
Apθ, sq “ θT `Σ´1 b φpsqφpsqT ˘θ.
Boltzmann Linear Policy The Boltzmann policy on a finite set of actions ta1, ..., ak`1u is typically represented by means of
a matrix of parameters rθ P Rkˆq:9
pirθpai|sq “
$’&’%
exp
!rθTi φpsq)
1`řkj“1 exp!rθTj φpsq) if i ď k
1
1`řkj“1 exp!rθTj φpsq) if i “ k ` 1
,
where with rθi we denote the i-th row of matrix rθ. In order to comply to Definition 4.1, we rewrite the density function in the
following form:
pirθpai|sq “
$&%exp
!rθTi φpsq ´ log ´expt0u `řkj“1 exp!rθTj φpsq)¯) if i ď k
exp
!
0´ log
´
expt0u `řkj“1 exp!rθTj φpsq)¯) if i “ k ` 1 .
9Notice that we are considering a set made of k ` 1 actions but the matrix rθ has only k rows. This allows enforcing the identifiability
property, otherwise if we had a row for each of the k ` 1 actions we would have multiple representation for the same policy (rescaling the
rows by the same amount).
By introducing the vector ei as the i–th vector of the canonical basis of Rk, i.e., the vector having 1 in the i–th component and
0 elsewhere, and recalling the definition of Kronecker product, we can derive the following identity for i ď k:
rθTi φpsq “ vec´rθT¯T pei b φpsqq .
In the case i “ k it is sufficient to replace the previous term with the zero vector 0. Therefore, by renaming θ “ vec
´rθT¯ we
can make the following assignments in order to get the relevant quantities in Definition 4.1:
tps, aiq “
"
ei b φpsq if i ď k
0 if i “ k ` 1
hpaiq “ 1
Apθ, sq “ log
˜
1`
kÿ
j“1
exp
!
θT pej b φpsqq
)¸
.
A.2 Results on Exponential Family
In this appendix, we derive several results that are used in Section 4, concerning policies belonging to the exponential family,
as in Definition 4.1.
Fisher Information Matrix We start by providing an expression of the Fisher Information matrix (FIM) for the specific case
of the exponential family, that we are going to use extensively in the derivation. We first define the FIM for a fixed state and
then we provide its expectation under the state distribution dpi
˚
µ . For any state s P S, we define the FIM induced by piθp¨|sq as:
Fpθ, sq “ E
a„piθp¨|sq
“∇θ log piθpa|sq∇θ log piθpa|sqT ‰ . (14)
We can derive the following immediate result.
Lemma A.1. For a policy piθ belonging to the exponential family, as in Definition 4.1, the FIM for state s P S is given by the
covariance matrix of the sufficient statistic:
Fpθ, sq “ E
a„piθp¨|sq
“
tps, a,θqtps, a,θqT ‰ “ Cov
a„piθp¨|sq
rtps, aqs .
Proof. Let us first compute the gradient log-policy for the exponential family:
∇θ log piθpa|sq “ tps, aq ´∇θApθ, sq
“ tps, aq ´
ş
A tps, aqhpaq exp
 
θT tps, aq(daş
A hpaq exp
 
θT tps, aq(da (15)
“ tps, aq ´ E
a„piθp¨|sq
rtps, aqs “ tps, a,θq.
Now, we just need to apply the definition given in Equation (14) and to recall the definition of covariance matrix:
Fpθ, sq “ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
tps, a,θqtps, a,θqT
ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
«ˆ
tps, aq ´ E
a„piθp¨|sq
rtps, aqs
˙ˆ
tps, aq ´ E
a„piθp¨|sq
rtps, aqs
˙Tff
“ Cov
a„piθp¨|sq
rtps, aqs .
We now define the expected FIM Fpθq and its corresponding estimator pFpθq under the γ–discounted stationary distribution
induced by the agent’s policy pi˚:
Fpθq “ E
s„dpi˚µ
„
E
a„piθp¨|sq
“
tps, aqtps, aqT ‰ , pFpθq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
a„piθp¨|sq
“
tpsi, aqtpsi, aqT
‰
. (16)
Finally, we provide a sufficient condition to ensure that the FIM Fpθq is non singular in the case of Gaussian and Boltzmann
linear policies.
Proposition A.1. If the second moment matrix of the feature vector Es„dpi˚µ
“
φpsqφpsqT ‰ is non–singular, the identifiability
condition of Lemma 4.1 is fulfilled by the Gaussian and Boltzmann linear policies for all θ P Θ, provided that each action is
played with non–zero probability for the Boltzmann policy.
Proof. Let us start with the Boltzmann policy and consider the expression of tps, aiq with i P t1, ..., ku:
tps, ai,θq “ tps, aiq ´ E
a„piθp¨|sq
rtps, aqs
“ ei b φpsq ´
kÿ
j“1
piθpai|sqei b φpsq
“ pei ´ piq b φpsq,
where pi is a vector defined as pi “ ppiθpa1|sq, ..., piθpak|sqqT and we exploited the distributivity of the Kronecker product. While for
i “ k ` 1, we have p0´ piq b φpsq. For the sake of the proof, let us define rei “ ei if i ď k and rek`1 “ 0. Let us compute the FIM:
Fpθq “ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
tps, a,θqtps, a,θqT
ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
pp rei ´ piq b φpsqq pp rei ´ piq b φpsqqT ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
p rei ´ piq p rei ´ piqT b φpsqφpsqT ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
p rei ´ piq p rei ´ piqT ıb φpsqφpsqT
“
ˆ
E
a„piθp¨|sq
” rei reiT ı´ pipiT˙b φpsqφpsqT
“
´
diagppiq ´ pipiT
¯
b φpsqφpsqT ,
where we exploited the distributivity of the Kroneker product, observed that Ea„piθp¨|sq r reis “ pi and Ea„piθp¨|sq ” rei reiT ı “ diagppiq. Let us
now consider the matrix:
diagppiq ´ pipiT “
¨˚
˚˝˚piθpa1|sq ´ piθpa1|sq
2 ´piθpa1|sqpiθpa2|sq . . . ´piθpa1|sqpiθpak|sq
´piθpa1|sqpiθpa2|sq piθpa2|sq ´ piθpa2|sq2 . . . ´piθpa2|sqpiθpak|sq
...
...
. . .
...
´piθpa1|sqpiθpak|sq ´piθpa2|sqpiθpak|sq . . . piθpak|sq ´ piθpak|sq2
‹˛‹‹‚.
Consider a generic row i P t1, ..., ku. The element on the diagonal is piθpai|sq ´ piθpai|sq2 “ piθpai|sq p1´ piθpai|sqq, while the absolute
sum of the elements out of the diagonal is:
piθpai|sq
ÿ
jPt1,...ku^j‰i
piθpaj |sq “ piθpai|sq p1´ piθpai|sq ´ piθpak`1|sqq .
Therefore, if all actions are played with non–zero probability, i.e., piθpai|sq ą 0 for all i P t1, ..., k ` 1u it follows that the matrix is
strictly diagonally dominant by rows and thus it is positive definite. If also E
s„dpi˚µ
“
φpsqφpsqT ‰ is positive definite, for the properties of the
Kroneker product, the FIM is positive definite.
Let us now focus on the Gaussian policy. Let a P Rd and denote µpsq “ Ea„piθp¨|sq ras:
tps,a,θq “ tps,aq ´ E
a„piθp¨|sq
rtps,aqs “ Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq b φpsq.
Let us compute the FIM:
Fpθq “ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
tps, a,θqtps, a,θqT
ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”`
Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq b φpsq˘ `Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq b φpsq˘T ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq pa´ µpsqqT Σ´1 b φpsqφpsqT
ı
“ Σ´1 E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
pa´ µpsqq pa´ µpsqqT
ı
Σ´1 b φpsqφpsqT
“ Σ´1ΣΣ´1 b φpsqφpsqT “ Σ´1 b φpsqφpsqT .
If Σ has finite values, then Σ´1 will be positive definite and additionally, considering that E
s„dpi˚µ
“
φpsqφpsqT ‰ is positive definite, we have
that the FIM is positive definite.
Subgaussianity Assumption From Assumption 4.1, we can prove the following result that upper bounds the maximum
eigenvalue λmax of the Fisher information matrix with the subgaussianity parameter σ.
Lemma A.2. Under Assumption 4.1, for any θ P Θ and for any s P S the maximum eigenvalue of the Fisher Information
matrix Fpθ, sq is upper bounded by dσ2.
Proof. Recall that the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix A can be computed as supx:}x}2ď1 x
TAx and the norm of a vector y can be
computed as supx:}x}2ď1 x
Ty. Consider now the derivation for a generic x P Rd such that }x}2 ď 1:
xTFpθ, sqx “ xT E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
tps, a,θqtps, a,θqT
ı
x
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
xT tps, a,θqtps, a,θqTx
ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
„´
xT tps, a,θq
¯2
ď E
a„piθp¨|sq
«˜
sup
x:}x}2ď1
xT tps, a,θq
¸2ff
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”››tps, a,θq››2
2
ı
,
where we employed Lemma A.1 and upper bounded the right hand side. By taking the supremum over x P Rd such that }x}2 ď 1 we get:
λmax pFpθ, sqq “ sup
x:}x}2ď1
xTFpθ, sqx ď E
a„piθp¨|sq
”››tps, a,θq››2
2
ı
. (17)
By applying the first inequality in Remark 2.2 of Hsu, Kakade, and Zhang (2011) and setting A “ I we get that Ea„piθp¨|sq
”››tps, a,θq››2
2
ı
ď
dσ2.
We now show that the subgaussianity assumption is satisfied by the Boltzmann and Gaussian policies, as defined in Table 1,
under mild assumptions.
Proposition A.2. If the features φ are uniformly bounded in norm over the state space, i.e., Φmax “ supsPS }φpsq}2, then As-
sumption 4.1 is fulfilled by the Boltzmann linear policy with parameter σ “ 2Φmax and Gaussian linear policy with parameter
σ “ Φmax?
λminpΣq .
Proof. Let us start with the Boltzmann policy. From the definition of subgaussianity given in Assumption 4.1, requiring that the random
vector tps, ai,θq is subgaussian with parameter σ is equivalent to require that the random (scalar) variable 1}α}2αT tps, ai,θq is subgaussian
with parameter σ for any α P Rd. Thus, we now bound the term:ˇˇˇ
αT tps, a,θq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
αT pprei ´ piq b φpsqqˇˇˇ
“ }α}2 }prei ´ piq b φpsq}2
“ }α}2 }rei ´ pi}2 }φpsq}2
ď 2 }α}2 Φmax,
where we used Cauchy–Swartz inequality, the identity }xb y}22 “ pxb yqT pxb yq “
`
xTx
˘ b `yTy˘ “ }x}22 }y}22 and the inequality
}rei ´ pi}22 ď 2. Thus, the random variable 1}α}2αT tps, ai,θq ď 2Φmax is bounded. Thanks to Hoeffding’s lemma we have that the
subgaussianity parameter is σ “ 2Φmax.
Let us now consider the Gaussian policy. Let a P Rd and denote with µpsq “ Ea„piθp¨|sq ras:
tps,a,θq “ tps,aq ´ E
a„piθp¨|sq
rtps,aqs “ Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq b φpsq.
Let us first observe that we can rewrite:
αT
`
Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq b φpsq˘ “ kÿ
i“1
qÿ
j“1
αij
`
Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq˘
i
φpsqj
“
kÿ
i“1
qÿ
j“1
αijφpsqj `Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq˘i
“ βTΣ´1 pa´ µpsqq ,
where βi “ řj αijφpsqj for i P t1, ..., ku. We now proceed with explicit computations:
E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
exp
!
αT tps,a,θq
)ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
exp
!
αT
`
Σ´1 pa´ µpsqq b φpsq˘)ı
“ E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
exp
!
βTΣ´1 pa´ µpsqq
)ı
“
ż
Rd
exp
 ´ 1
2
pa´ µpsqqTΣ´1pa´ µpsqq(
p2piq k2 detpΣq 12 exp
!
βTΣ´1 pa´ µpsqq
)
da.
Now we complete the square:
´1
2
pa´ µpsqqTΣ´1pa´ µpsqq ` βTΣ´1pa´ µpsqq “ ´1
2
pa´ µpsq ´ βqTΣ´1pa´ µpsq ´ βq ` 1
2
βTΣ´1β.
Thus, we have:
E
a„piθp¨|sq
”
exp
!
αT tps,a,θq
)ı
“ exp
"
1
2
βTΣ´1β
*ż
Rd
exp
 ´ 1
2
pa´ µpsq ´ βqTΣ´1pa´ µpsq ´ βq(
p2piq k2 detpΣq 12 da
“ exp
"
1
2
βTΣ´1β
*
.
Now, we observe that:
βTΣ´1β ď }β}22
››Σ´1››
2
ď }α}22}φpsq}22
››Σ´1››
2
,
having derived from Cauchy–Swartz inequality:
}β}22 “
kÿ
i“1
˜
qÿ
j“1
αijφpsqj
¸2
ď
kÿ
i“1
qÿ
j“1
α2ij
qÿ
l“1
φpsq2l “
˜
kÿ
i“1
qÿ
j“1
α2ij
¸
qÿ
l“1
φpsq2l “ }α}22}φpsq}22.
We get the result by setting σ “ Φmax
b››Σ´1››
2
“ Φmax?
λminpΣq
.
Furthermore, we report for completeness the standard Hoeffding concentration inequality for subgaussian random vectors.
Proposition A.3. Let X1,X2, ...,Xn be n i.i.d. zero–mean subgaussian d–dimensional random vectors with parameter σ ě 0,
then for any α P Rd and  ą 0 it holds that:
Pr
˜
αT
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi
¸
ě 
¸
ď exp
#
´ 
2n
2 }α}22 σ2
+
.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of the Hoeffding inequality for bounded random variables. Let s ě 0:
Pr
˜
αT
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi
¸
ě 
¸
“ Pr
˜
exp
#
sαT
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi
¸+
ě es
¸
ď e´s E
«
exp
#
sαT
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi
¸+ff
“ e´s
nź
i“1
E
”
exp
! s
n
αTXi
)ı
ď e´s exp
"
s2
2n
}α}22 σ2
*
“ exp
"
´s` s
2
2n
}α}22 σ2
*
,
where we employed Markov inequality, exploited the subgaussianity assumption and the independence. We minimize the last expression over
s, getting the optimal s “ n}α}22σ2 , from which we get the result:
Pr
˜
αT
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi
¸
ě 
¸
ď exp
#
´ 
2n
2 }α}22 σ2
+
.
Under the Assumption 4.1, we provide the following concentration inequality for the minimum eigenvalue of the empirical
FIM.
Proposition A.4. Let Fpθq and pFpθq be the FIM and its estimate obtained with n ą 0 independent samples. Then, under
Assumption 4.1, for any  ą 0 it holds that:
Pr
´ˇˇˇ
λmin
´ pFpθq¯´ λmin pFpθqqˇˇˇ ą ¯ ď 2 exp"´ 2n
ψσd2σ4
*
,
where ψσ ą 0 is a constant depending only on the subgaussianity parameter σ. In particular, under the following condition on
n we have that, for any δ P r0, 1s, λminp pFpθqq ą 0 with probability at least 1´ δ:
n ą d
2σ4ψσ log
2
δ
λminpFpθqq2 .
Proof. Let us recall that pFpθq and Fpθq are both symmetric positive semidefinite matrices, thus their eigenvalues λj correspond to their
singular values σj . Let us consider the following sequence of inequalities:ˇˇˇ
λmin
´ pFpθq¯´ λmin pFpθqqˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇσmin ´ pFpθq¯´ σmin pFpθqqˇˇˇ
ď max
jPt1,...,du
ˇˇˇ
σj
´ pFpθq¯´ σj pFpθqqˇˇˇ
ď
››› pFpθq ´ Fpθq›››
2
,
where last inequality follows from Ben-Israel and Greville (2003). Therefore, all it takes is to bound the norm of the difference. For this
purpose, we employ Corollary 5.50 and Remark 5.51 of Vershynin (2012), having observed that the FIM is indeed a covariance matrix and
its estimate is a sample covariance matrix. We obtain that with probability at least 1´ δ:››› pFpθq ´ Fpθq›››
2
ď }Fpθq}2
d
ψσ log
2
δ
n
, (18)
where ψσ ě 0 is a constant depending on the subgaussianity parameter σ. Recalling, from Lemma A.2, that }Fpθq} “ λmax pFpθqq ď dσ2,
we can rewrite the previous inequality as: ››› pFpθq ´ Fpθq›››
2
ď dσ2
d
ψσ log
2
δ
n
. (19)
By setting the right hand side equal to  and solving for δ, we get the first result. The value of n can be obtained by setting the right hand side
equal to λminpFpθqq.
Concentration Result We are now ready to provide the main result of this section, that consists in a concentration result on
the negative log–likelihood. Our final goal is to provide a probabilistic bound to the differences `ppθq´ `pθ˚q and p`pθ˚q´ p`ppθq.
To this purpose, we start with a technical lemma (Lemma A.3) which provides a concentration result involving a quantity that
will be used later, under Assumption 4.1. Then, we use this result to obtain the concentration of the parameters, i.e., bounding
the distance
›››pθ ´ θ˚›››
2
(Theorem A.1), under suitable well–conditioning properties of the involved quantities. Finally, we
employ the latter result to prove the concentration of the negative log–likelihood (Corollary A.1). Some parts of the derivation
are inspired to Li, Lu, and Zhou (2017).
Lemma A.3. Under Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 4.1, let D “ tpsi, aiquni“1 be a dataset of n ą 0 independent samples,
where si „ dpiθ˚µ and ai „ piθ˚p¨|siq. For any θ P Θ, let gpθq be defined as:
gpθq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
E
a„piθp¨|sq
rtpsi, aqs ´ E
a„piθ˚ p¨|sq
rtpsi, aqs
˙
. (20)
Let pθ “ arg minθPΘ p`pθq “ 1n řni“1 log piθpai|siq. Then, under Assumption 4.1, for any δ P r0, 1s, with probability at least
1´ δ, it holds that: ›››gppθq›››
2
ď σ
c
2d
n
log
2d
δ
. (21)
Proof. The negative log–likelihood of a policy complying with Definition 4.1 is C2pRdq. Thus, since pθ is a minimizer of the negative log–
likelihood function p`pθq, it must fulfill the following first–order condition:
∇θ p`ppθq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
∇θ log pipθpai|siq “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
˜
tpsi, aiq ´ E
a„pipθp¨|sq rtpsi, aqs
¸
“ 0. (22)
As a consequence, we can rewrite the expression of gppθq exploiting this condition:
gppθq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
˜
E
a„pipθp¨|sq rtpsi, aqs ´ Ea„piθ˚ p¨|sq rtpsi, aqs
¸
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
tpsi, aiq ´ E
a„pi
θ˚ p¨|sq
rtpsi, aqs
˙
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
tpsi, ai,θ˚q. (23)
By recalling that ai „ piθ˚p¨|siq it immediately follows that gppθq is a zero-mean random vector, i.e., E si„dpiθ˚µ
ai„piθ˚ p¨|siq
”
gppθqı “ 0. Moreover,
under Assumption 4.1, gppθq is the sample mean of subgaussian random vectors. Our goal is to bound the probability Pr´›››gppθq›››
2
ą 
¯
; to
this purpose we consider the following derivation:
Pr
´›››gppθq›››
2
ą 
¯
“ Pr
¨˝gffe dÿ
j“1
gjppθq2 ą ‚˛
ď Pr
˜
dł
j“1
ˇˇˇ
gjppθqˇˇˇ ą ?
d
¸
(24)
ď
dÿ
j“1
Pr
ˆˇˇˇ
gjppθqˇˇˇ ą ?
d
˙
, (25)
where we exploited in line (24) the fact that for a d-dimensional vector x if }x}2 ą  it must be that at least one component j “ 1, ..., d
satisfy x2j ą 2d and we used a union bound over the d dimensions to get line (25). Since for each j “ 1, ..., d we have that gjppθq is a
zero-mean subgaussian random variable we can bound the deviation using standard results (Boucheron, Lugosi, and Massart 2013):
Pr
ˆˇˇˇ
gjppθqˇˇˇ ą ?
d
˙
ď 2 exp
"
´ 
2n
2dσ2
*
. (26)
Putting all together we get:
Pr
´›››gppθq›››
2
ą 
¯
ď 2d exp
"
´ 
2n
2dσ2
*
. (27)
By setting δ “ 2d exp
!
´ 2n
2dσ2
)
and solving for  we get the result.
We can now use the previous result to derive the concentration of the parameters, i.e., bounding the deviation
›››pθ ´ θ˚›››
2
.
Theorem A.1 (Parameter concentration). Under Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 4.1, let D “ tpsi, aiquni“1 be a dataset of
n ą 0 independent samples, where si „ dpiθ˚µ and ai „ piθ˚p¨|siq. Let pθ “ arg minθPΘ p`pθq. If the empirical FIM pFpθq has a
positive minimum eigenvalue pλmin ą 0 for all θ P Θ, for any δ P r0, 1s, with probability at least 1´ δ, it holds that:›››pθ ´ θ˚›››
2
ď σpλmin
c
2d
n
log
2d
δ
. (28)
Proof. Recalling that gpθ˚q “ 0, we employ the mean value theorem to rewrite gppθq centered in θ˚:
gppθq “ gppθq ´ gpθ˚q “ pFpθq´pθ ´ θ˚¯ , (29)
where θ “ tpθ ` p1´ tqθ˚ for some t P r0, 1s and pFpθq is defined as:
pFpθq “ ∇θgpθq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
a„piθp¨|sq
r∇θ log piθpa|sqtpsi, aqs
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
a„piθp¨|sq
„ˆ
tpsi, aq ´ E
a„piθp¨|sq
rtpsi, aqs
˙
tpsi, aq

“ pFpθq,
where we exploited the expression of ∇θ log piθpa|sq and the definition of Fisher information matrix given in Equation (14). Under the
hypothesis of the statement, we can derive the following lower bound:›››gppθq›››2
2
“
´pθ ´ θ˚¯T pFpθqT pFpθq´pθ ´ θ˚¯ ě pλ2min ›››pθ ´ θ˚›››2
2
. (30)
By solving for
›››pθ ´ θ˚›››
2
and applying Lemma A.3 we get the result.
Finally, we can get the concentration result for the negative log–likelihood.
Corollary A.1 (Negative log–likelihood concentration). Under Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 4.1, let D “ tpsi, aiquni“1 be
a dataset of n ą 0 independent samples, where si „ dpiθ˚µ and ai „ piθ˚p¨|siq. Let pθ “ arg minθPΘ p`pθq. If λminp pFpθqq “pλmin ą 0 for all θ P Θ, for any δ P r0, 1s, with probability at least 1´ δ, it holds that:
`ppθq ´ `pθ˚q ď d2σ4pλ2minn log 2dδ , (31)
and also: p`pθ˚q ´ p`ppθq ď d2σ4pλ2minn log 2dδ . (32)
Proof. Let us start with `ppθq ´ `pθ˚q. We consider the first order Taylor expansion of the negative log–likelihood centered in θ˚:
`ppθq ´ `pθ˚q “ ∇θ`pθ˚qT ´pθ ´ θ˚¯` 1
2
´pθ ´ θ˚¯T Hθ`pθq´pθ ´ θ˚¯ , (33)
where θ “ tpθ ` p1´ tqθ˚ for some t P r0, 1s. We first observe that ∇θ`pθ˚q “ 0 being θ˚ the true parameter and we develop Hθ`pθq:
Hθ`pθq “ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
a„pi
θ˚ p¨|sq
rHθ log piθpa|sqs
“ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
a„pi
θ˚ p¨|sq
„
∇θ
ˆ
tps, aq ´ E
a„pi
θ
p¨|sq
rtps, aqs
˙
“ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
„
∇θ E
a„pi
θ
p¨|sq
rtps, aqs

“ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
„
E
a„pi
θ
p¨|sq
„ˆ
tps, aq ´ Era„pi
θ
p¨|sq
rtps,raqs˙ tps, aqT  “ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
“Fpθ, sq‰ .
By using Lemma A.2 to bound the maximum eigenvalue of Fpθ, sq, we can state the inequality:
1
2
´pθ ´ θ˚¯T Hθ`pθq´pθ ´ θ˚¯ ď dσ2
2
›››pθ ´ θ˚›››2
2
. (34)
Using the concentration result of Theorem A.1, we get the result. Concerning p`pθ˚q´p`ppθq, the derivation is analogous with the only difference
that the Taylor expansion has to be centered in pθ instead of θ˚.
To conclude this appendix, we present the following technical lemma.
Theorem A.2. Under Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 4.1, let D “ tpsi, aiquni“1 be a dataset of n ą 0 independent samples,
where si „ dpiθ˚µ and ai „ piθ˚p¨|siq. Let θ,θ1 P Θ, then for any  ą 0, it holds that:
Pr
´”
`pθq ´ p`pθqı´ ”`pθ1q ´ p`pθ1qı ą ¯ ď exp#´ 2n
2
››θ ´ θ1››2
2
σ2
+
.
Proof. We write explicitly the involved expression, using Definition 4.1 and perform some algebraic manipulations:”
`pθq ´ p`pθqı´ ”`pθ1q ´ p`pθ1qı “ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
a„pi
θ˚ p¨|sq
”
θT tps, aq ´Apθ, sq
ı
´ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
´
θT tpsi, aiq ´Apθ, siq
¯
´ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
a„pi
θ˚ p¨|sq
”`
θ1
˘T
tps, aq ´Apθ1, sq
ı
` 1
n
nÿ
i“1
´`
θ1
˘T
tpsi, aiq ´Apθ1, siq
¯
“ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
a„pi
θ˚ p¨|sq
”`
θ ´ θ1˘T tps, aq ´ `Apθ, sq ´Apθ1, sq˘ı´ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
´`
θ ´ θ1˘T tpsi, aiq ´ `Apθ, siq ´Apθ1, siq˘¯ .
Essentially, we are comparing the mean and the sample mean of the random variable
`
θ ´ θ1˘T tps, aq ´ `Apθ, sq ´Apθ1, sq˘. Let us now
focus on Apθ, sq ´Apθ1, sq. From the mean value theorem we know that, for some t P r0, 1s and θ “ tθ ` p1´ tqθ1, we have:
Apθ, sq ´Apθ1, sq “ ∇θApθ, sqT `θ ´ θ1˘ . (35)
From Equation (15), we know that ∇θApθ, sq “ Ea„pi
θ
p¨|sq rtps, aqs. The random variable tps, a,θq “ tps, aq ´ Ea„pi
θ
p¨|sq rtps, aqs is a
subgaussian random variable for any θ P Θ. Thus, under Assumption 4.1 we have:
”
`pθq ´ p`pθqı´ ”`pθ1q ´ p`pθ1qı “ `θ ´ θ1˘T
¨˚
˚˝ E
s„dpiθ˚µ
a„pi
θ˚ p¨|sq
“
tps, a,θq‰´ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
tpsi, ai,θq
‹˛‹‚.
If we apply Proposition A.3, we get the result.
A.3 Results on Significance and Power of the Tests
Theorem 4.2. Let pIc be the set of parameter indexes selected by the Identification Rule 3.2 obtained using n ą 0 i.i.d.
samples collected with piθ˚ , with θ
˚ P Θ. Then, under Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 4.1, let θ˚i “ arg minθPΘi `pθq for all
i P t1, ..., du and ν “ min  1, λminσ2 (. If pλmin ě λmin2?2 and `pθ˚i q ´ lpθ˚q ě cp1q, it holds that:
α ď 2d exp
"
´cp1qλ
2
minn
16d2σ4
*
β ď 2d´ 1
d˚
ÿ
iPI˚
exp
#
´
`
lpθ˚i q ´ lpθ˚q ´ cp1q
˘
λminνn
16pd´ 1q2σ2
+
.
Furthermore, the Identification Rule 3.2 is ppd´ d˚qα` d˚βq–correct.
Proof. We can rewrite the definitions of α and β in the following form:
α “ 1
d´ d˚ E
”ˇˇˇ!
i R I˚ : i P pIc)ˇˇˇı “ 1
d´ d˚
ÿ
iRI˚
Pr
´
i P pIc¯
β “ 1
d˚
E
”ˇˇˇ!
i P I˚ : i R pIc)ˇˇˇı “ 1
d˚
ÿ
iPI˚
Pr
´
i R pIc¯ .
Now, we focus on bounding Pr
´
i P pIc¯. We employ an argument analogous to that of (Garivier and Kaufmann 2019):
Pr
´
i P pIc¯ “ Pr pλi ą cp1qq
“ Pr
ˆp`p pθiq ´ p`ppθq ą cp1q
2
˙
ď Pr
ˆp`pθ˚q ´ p`ppθq ą cp1q
2
˙
ď 2d exp
"
´cpδ, 1qλ
2
minn
16d2σ4
*
,
where we observed that p`pθ˚q ě p`p pθiq as θ˚ P Θi under H0 and we applied Corollary A.1 in the last line, recalling that pλmin ě λmin2?2 .
For the second inequality, the derivation is a little more articulated. Let us now focus on the single terms Pr
´
i R pIc¯. We now perform the
following manipulations:
Pr
´
i R pIc¯ “ Prˆp`p pθiq ´ p`ppθq ď cp1q
2
˙
“ Pr
ˆ”p`p pθiq ´ p`pθ˚i qı` ”p`pθ˚q ´ p`ppθqı` ”p`pθ˚i q ´ p`pθ˚qı ď cp1q2
˙
(36)
ď Pr
ˆ”p`p pθiq ´ p`pθ˚i qı` ”p`pθi˚q ´ p`pθ˚qı ď cp1q2
˙
(37)
“ Pr
ˆ”p`p pθiq ´ p`pθ˚i qı` ”p`pθ˚i q ´ `pθ˚i qı` ”`pθ˚q ´ p`pθ˚qı ď cp1q2 ` “`pθ˚q ´ `pθ˚i q‰
˙
“ Pr
ˆ”p`pθ˚i q ´ p`p pθiqı` ”`pθ˚i q ´ p`pθ˚i qı` ”p`pθ˚q ´ `pθ˚qı ě “`pθ˚i q ´ `pθ˚q‰´ cp1q2
˙
.
where line (37) is obtained by observing that p`pθ˚q ´ p`ppθq ě 0. Thus, we have:
Pr
´
i R pIc¯ ď Prˆp`pθi˚q ´ p`p pθiq ě 1
2
“
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q‰´ cp1q
2
˙
` Pr
ˆ”
`pθi˚q ´ p`pθi˚qı` ”p`pθ˚q ´ `pθ˚qı ě 1
2
“
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q‰˙ (38)
ď Pr
ˆp`pθi˚q ´ p`p pθiq ě 1
2
“
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q‰´ cp1q
2
˙
` Pr
˜”
`pθi˚q ´ p`pθi˚qı` ”p`pθ˚q ´ `pθ˚qı ě 1
2
„
1
2
λmin
`
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q˘ ››θ˚i ´ θ˚››22 12
¸
(39)
ď 2pd´ 1q exp
#
´
`
`pθ˚i q ´ `pθ˚q ´ cp1q
˘
λ2minn
16pd´ 1q2σ4
+
` exp
#
´
`
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q˘λminn
16σ2
+
(40)
ď 2pd´ 1q exp
#
´
`
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q ´ cp1q˘λminnν
16pd´ 1q2σ2
+
` exp
#
´
`
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q ´ cp1q˘λminnν
16pd´ 1q2σ2
+
(41)
ď p2d´ 1q exp
#
´
`
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q ´ cp1q˘λminnν
16pd´ 1q2σ2
+
.
where line (38) derives from the inequality PrpX ` Y ě cq ď PrpX ě aq ` PrpY ě bq with c “ a ` b, line (39) is obtained by the
following second order Taylor expansion, recalling that ∇θ`pθ˚q “ 0:
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q “ ∇θ`pθ˚qT `θi˚ ´ θ˚˘` 1
2
`
θi
˚ ´ θ˚˘T Hθ`pθq `θi˚ ´ θ˚˘ ě λmin
2
››θi˚ ´ θ˚››22 ,
where θ “ tθ˚`p1´tqθ˚i for some t P r0, 1s. Line (40) is obtained by applying Corollary A.1, recalling that pλmin ě λmin2?2 and Theorem A.2.
Finally, line (41) derives by introducing the term ν “ min
!
1, λmin
σ2
)
and observing that:`
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q ´ cp1q˘ ν
pd´ 1q2 ď
`
`pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q˘n
16
.
Clearly, this result is meaningful as long as `pθi˚q ´ `pθ˚q ´ cp1q ě 0.
In order to derive the value of δ for the δ–correctness, we consider the following derivation:
Pr
´pIc ‰ I˚¯ “ Pr´Di R I˚ : i P pIc _ Di P I˚ : i R pIc¯
ď Pr
´
Di R I˚ : i P pIc¯` Pr´Di P I˚ : i R pIc¯
ď
ÿ
iRI˚
Pr
´
i P pIc¯` ÿ
iPI˚
Pr
´
i R pIc¯
“ pd´ d˚qα` d˚β,
where we employed union bound in the first two passages and the definition of α and β in the last one.
A.4 Additional Proofs and Derivations
Lemma 3.1. Under Assumption 3.1, let θ˚ P Θ be the unique parameter such that piθ˚ “ pi˚ almost surely. Then, there exists
a unique set of parameter indexes I˚ Ď t1, ..., du (i.e., I˚ “ tI˚u) that is correct w.r.t. pi˚:
I˚ “ ti P t1, ..., du : θi˚ ‰ 0u .
Proof. The uniqueness of I˚ is ensured by Assumption 3.1. Let us rewrite the condition of Definition 3.1 under Assumption 3.1:
pi˚ P ΠΘ
I˚ ^ @i P I˚ : pi˚ R ΠΘI˚ztiu ðñ θ˚ P ΘI˚ ^ @i P I˚ : θ˚ R ΘI˚ztiu (42)
ðñ @i P I˚ : θ˚i ‰ 0 ^ @i P t1, ..., duzI˚ : θ˚i “ 0 (43)
ðñ I˚ “  i P t1, ..., du : θ˚i ‰ 0( ,
where line (42) follows since there is a unique representation for pi˚ determined by parameter θ˚ and line (43) is obtained from the definition
of ΘI .
Theorem 5.1. Let I P t1, ..., du and I “ t1, ..., duzI . For a vector v, we denote with v|I the vector obtained by setting
to zero the components in I . Let θ˚pω0q P Θ the initial parameter. Let α ě 0, θ˚I pωq “ θ0 ` α∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq|I and
θ˚pωq “ θ0 ` α∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq. Then, under Assumption 3.1, we have:
`pθ˚I pωqq ´ `pθ˚pωqq ě λminα
2
2
››∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq|I››22 .
Proof. By second order Taylor expansion of ` and recalling that ∇θ`pθ˚pωqq “ 0, we have:
`pθ˚I pωqq ´ `pθ˚pωqq ě λmin2
››θ˚I pωq ´ θ˚pωq››22
“ λmin
2
››θ˚pω0q ` α∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq|I ´ θ˚pω0q ´ α∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq››22
“ λminα
2
2
››∇θJMω pθ˚pω0qq|I››22 .
B Detail on Identification Rules with Configurable Environment
In this appendix, we report some details about the application of the environment configurability to the problem of policy space
identification. We assume to have access to a dataset of trajectories D “ tτiuni“1 independently collected using policy piθ in the
environmentMω0 . Each trajectory is a sequence of triples tpsi,t, ai,t, ri,tquTt“1, where T is the trajectory horizon. Let us start
with the expression of the gradient estimator:
p∇θJMω{ω0 pθq “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
T´1ÿ
t“0
γtri,t
˜
µωpsi,0q
µω0psi,0q
tź
j“0
pωpsi,j`1|si,j , ai,jq
pω0psi,j`1|si,j , ai,jq
¸
importance weight
tÿ
j“0
∇θ log piθ pai,j |si,jq . (44)
The expression is obtained starting from the well–known G(PO)MDP gradient estimator and adapting for off–distribution
estimation, by introducing the importance weight (Metelli et al. 2018). The estimated 2–Re´nyi divergence is obtained from the
following expression, which represents the empirical second moment of the importance weight:
pd2pω}ω0q “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
˜
µωpsi,0q
µω0psi,0q
Tź
t“1
pωpsi,t`1|si,t, ai,tq
pω0psi,t`1|si,t, ai,tq
¸2
. (45)
Refer to Metelli et al. (2018) for the theoretical background behind the choice of this objective function.
In the following, we report the pseudocodes for the environment configuration procedure in the case of application of Iden-
tification Rule 3.1 (Algorithm 3) and Identification Rule 3.2 (Algorithm 4).
Algorithm 3 Identification Rule 3.1 (Combinatorial) with Environment Configuration.
input: parameter space Θ, configuration space Ω, critical values c, number of configuration attempts Nconf
Initialize ω0 arbitrarily
Collect D0 observing pi˚0 in environment Mω0
Run the Identification Rule 3.1 on D0 with δ1 and get pI0pI Ð pI0
for I Ď t1, ..., du : I R pI do
ωi,0 Ð ω0
Di,0 Ð D
for j “ 1, ..., Nconf do
Optimize CIpω{ωi,j´1q getting ωi,j
Collect Di,j observing pi˚i,j in environment Mωi,j
Run the Identification Rule 3.1 on Di,j and obtain pIi,jpI Ð pI Y pIi,j
end for
end for
return pI
Algorithm 4 Identification Rule 3.2 (Simplified) with Environment Configuration.
input: parameter space Θ, configuration space Ω, critical value c, number of configuration attempts Nconf
Initialize ω0 arbitrarily
Collect D0 observing pi˚0 in environment Mω0
Run the Identification Rule 3.2 on D0 and obtain pI0pI Ð pI0
for i P t1, ..., du : i R pI do
ωi,0 Ð ω0
Di,0 Ð D
for j “ 1, ..., Nconf do
Optimize Ctiupω{ωi,j´1q getting ωi,j
Collect Di,j observing pi˚i,j in environment Mωi,j
Run the Identification Rule 3.2 on Di,j and obtain pIi,jpI Ð pI Y pIi,j
end for
end for
return tpIu
C Additional Experimental details
In this appendix, we report the full experimental results, along with the hyperparameters employed.
C.1 Discrete Grid World
Hyperparameters In the following, we report the hyperparameters used for the experiments on the discrete grid world:
• Horizon (T ): 50
• Discount factor (γ): 0.98
• Learning steps with G(PO)MDP: 200
• Batch size: 250
• Max-likelihood maximum update steps: 1000
• Max-likelihood learning rate (using Adam): 0.03
• Number of configuration attempts per feature (Nconf ): 3
• Environment configuration update steps: 150
• Regularization parameter of the Re´nyi divergence (ζ): 0.125
• Significance of the likelihood-ratio tests (δ): 0.01
Example of configuration and identification in the discrete grid world In Figure 4, we show a graphical representation of a
single experiment with the grid world environment using its configurability to better identify the policy space. The colors inside
the squares indicate the probability mass function associated to the initial state distribution, consisting of the agent’s position
(blue) and the goal position (red), where sharper colors mean higher probabilities. The colored lines represent the features the
agent has access to, they are binary features indicating if the agent is on a certain row or column (blue lines) and if the goal is
on a certain row or column (red lines). Note that, to avoid redundancy of representation (and so enforcing the identifiability),
the last row and column are not explicitly encoded, but they can be represented by the absence of the other rows and columns.
When a line is not shown anymore, it means that it has been rejected, i.e., we think the agent has access to that feature. The
agent has access to every feature except for the goal columns, i.e., only to its own position and to the goal row are known.
The configuration of the environment is updated in the images at even position, the identification step is performed at even
positions. The environment is configured in order to maximize the influence on the gradient of the first – not rejected – feature,
considering the blue features first and then the red ones. After the model was configured three times for a feature, and the feature
has not been rejected, the model was configured for the next one.
We can see that the general trend of this configuration is to change the parameters in order to spread the initial value of
the mass probability functions across a greater number of grid cells. This is an expected behavior since with the initial model
configuration, very often an episode starts with the agent in the bottom-left of the grid and the goal in the bottom-right, causing
the policy to depend mostly on the position of the agent. In fact, only blue column features are rejected at the first iteration,
as we can see in the third image. Instead, distributing the probabilities across the whole grid let an episode starts with the two
positions extracted almost uniformly. Eventually, the correct policy space is identified. It is interesting to observe that such is
can hardly be obtained without the configuration of the environment, given the initial state distribution shown in the first image.
C.2 Continuous Grid World
In this appendix, we report the experiments performed on the continuous version of the grid world. In this environment, the
agent has to reach a goal region, delimited by a circle, starting from an initial position. Both initial position and center of the
goal are sampled at the beginning of the episode from a Gaussian distribution with fixed covariance µω . The supervisor is
allowed to change, via the parameters ω, the mean of this distribution. The agent specifies, at each time step, the speed in the
vertical and horizontal direction, by means of a bivariate Gaussian policy with fixed covariance, linear in a set of radial basis
functions (RBF) for representing both the current position of the agent and the position of the goal (5ˆ5 both for the agent
position and the goal). The feature, and consequently the parameters, that the agent can control are randomly selected at the
beginning. In Figure 5, we show the results of an experiment analogous to that of the discrete grid world, by comparing pα
and pβ for the case in which we do not perform environment configuration (no-conf) and the case in which the configuration is
performed (conf). Once again, we confirm our findings that configuring the environment allows speeding up the identification
process by inducing the agent chaining its policy and, as a consequence, revealing which parameters it can actually control.
Hyperparameters In the following, we report the hyperparameters used for the experiments on the continuous grid world:
• Horizon (T ): 50
• Discount factor (γ): 0.98
• Policy covariance (Σ): 0.022I
• Learning steps with G(PO)MDP: 100
• Batch size: 100
• Max-likelihood maximum update steps: closed form
• Number of configuration attempts per feature (Nconf ): 3
• Environment configuration update steps: 100
• Regularization parameter of the Re´nyi divergence (ζ): 1e´ 6
• Significance of the likelihood-ratio tests (δ): 0.01
configuration identification configuration identification
configuration identification configuration identification
configuration identification configuration identification
Figure 4: Example of configuration and identification in the discrete grid world.
Example of configuration and identification in the continuous grid world In Figure 6, we show an example of model
configuration in the continuous grid world environment. The two filled circles are a graphical representation of the normal
distributions from which the initial position of the agent (light blue) and the position of the goal (pink) are sampled at the
beginning of each episode. The circumferences correspond to the set of features (RBF) to which the agent has access, among
which we want to discover the ones accessible by the agent. Since the policy space is composed by Gaussian policies with
mean specified by a linear combination of these features, each one is associated to a parameter. If a circumference is not shown
anymore at an iteration step, it means that the hypothesis associated to that feature was rejected, i.e., we believe that the agent
has access to that feature.
The group of images is an alternated sequence of new environment configurations and parameter identifications. In the first
image we can see the initial model with no rejected features. The identification with the initial model yields to the rejection of
a certain set of features, which can be seen in the second image. The third image shows the new configuration of the model, in
which the mean of the two initial state distributions are moved in order to investigate the remaining features. Then a new test is
performed and the result is shown in the fourth image, and so on. In this experiment, the environment was configured in order
to maximize the influence of one feature at a time, starting from the blue ones from bottom-left to top-right in row order, and
then with the red ones in the same order. Each feature is used to configure the model for a maximum of three times, after that
point the next feature is considered.
The only features that were not actually in the agent’s set are the red ones on the two top rows. We can see that the mean
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Figure 5: pα and pβ error for conf and no-conf cases in the continuous grid world varying the number of episodes n. 25 runs 95%
c.i.
of the initial position of the agent (a configurable parameter of the environment) always tracked the first available feature yet
to be tested, as expected from this experiment. In fact, when the initial position is close enough to those features, the agent
often moves around those blue circumferences to reach the goal, making them more important in the definition of the optimal
policy. Eventually, the tests reject all the features that are actually accessible by the agent, and only them, yielding to a correct
identification of the policy space. The rest of the configurations are not shown, since no more features were rejected. In this
experiment, similarly to the discrete grid world case, the use of Conf–MDPs was crucial to obtain this result.
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configuration identification configuration identification
Figure 6: Example of configuration and identification in the continuous grid world.
C.3 Minigolf
In the minigolf experiment, the polynomial features obtained from the distance from the goal x and the friction f are the
following:
φpx, fq “
´
1, x, f,
?
x,
a
f,
a
xf
¯T
.
While agent A1 perceives all the features, agent A2 has access to p1, x, ?xqT only.
Hyperparameters In the following, we report the hyperparameters used for the experiments on the minigolf:
• Horizon (T ): 20
• Discount factor (γ): 0.99
• Policy covariance (Σ): 0.01
• Learning steps with G(PO)MDP: 100
• Batch size: 100
• Max-likelihood maximum update steps: closed form
• Number of configuration attempts per feature (Nconf ): 10
• Environment configuration update steps: 100
• Regularization parameter of the Re´nyi divergence (ζ): 0.25
• Significance of the likelihood-ratio tests (δ): 0.01
Experiment with randomly chosen features In the following, we report an additional experiment in the minigolf domain
in which the features that the agent can perceive are randomly selected at the beginning, comparing the case in which we
do not configure the environment and the case in which environment configuration is performed, and for different number of
episodes collected. Although, less visible w.r.t. to the grid world case, we can see that for some features (e.g.,
?
x and
?
xf )
the environment configurability is beneficial.
C.4 Simulated Car Driving
In this environment, an agent has to drive a car to reach the end of the track without running off the road. The control directives
are the acceleration and the steering, and are expressed through a two dimensional bounded action space. The car has four
sensors oriented in different directions: ´pi4 , ´pi6 , pi6 , pi4 w.r.t. the axis pointing toward the front of the car. The values of these
sensors are the normalized distances from the car to the nearest road margin along the direction of the sensor, or the maximum
value if the margin is outside the range of the sensor. The complete set of state features is made up by the normalized car speed
and the values of the four sensors. In the experiments, the agent has access to the speed and the sensor at angles pi6 and
pi
4 . The
track consists in a single road segment with a fixed curvature. The rewards are given proportionally to the speed of the car, i.e.,
greater speeds yield higher rewards. The episode finishes when the car goes outside the road, and a negative reward is given in
this case, when the track is completed, or when a maximum number of time steps is elapsed.
Hyperparameters In the following, we report the hyperparameters used for the experiments on the simulated car driving:
• Horizon (T ): 250
• Discount factor (γ): 0.996
• Policy covariance (Σ): 0.1I
• Learning steps with G(PO)MDP: 100
• Batch size: 50
• Max-likelihood maximum update steps: 200
• Max-likelihood learning rate (using Adam): 0.1
• Significance of the likelihood-ratio tests (δ): 0.1 rescaled by 0.1{5 for the simplified identification rule and 0.1{32 for the
combinatorial identification rule
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Figure 7: Experiment with randomly chosen features on the minigolf domain for different number of episodes n. 100 runs, 95%
c.i.
